The paper introduces tape springs as elements of fully compliant mechanisms. The localized folds of tape springs serve as compact revolute joints, with a very small radius and large range of motion, and the unfolded straight segments serve as links. By exploiting a tape spring's ability to function as both links and joints, we present a new method of realizing fully compliant mechanisms with further simplification in their construction. Tape springs, typically found in carpenter tape rules, are thin-walled strips having constant thickness, zero longitudinal curvature, and a constant transverse curvature. The paper presents a closed-loop tape spring mechanism. By representing its folds as idealized revolute joints and its variable length links as sliding joints connecting rigid links, we present a modified Gruebler's equation to determine its kinematic and idle degrees of freedom. To realize practical utility of tape spring mechanisms, we propose a simple actuation scheme incorporating shape memory alloy (SMA) wire actuators and successfully demonstrate its performance with a proof-of-concept prototype. The paper also presents potential applications for actuated tape spring mechanisms including a large displacement translational mechanism, planar positioning mechanisms, bi-stable, multi-stable, and variable stiffness mechanisms.
INTRODUCTION
Flexural joints offer several advantages such as absence of wear, friction, and backlash. However, they are generally limited by their relatively small range of motion and drifting axis of rotation. Rotational joints formed by folded tape springs allow greater range of motion and possess some attractive features: (i) tape spring joints can be folded to a very small radius and therefore mechanisms which employ them can be folded to a very compact size and (ii) when unfolded to straight segments, they can be stiff enough to sustain reasonable compressive loads before buckling and (iii) a closed-loop tape spring behaves like a mechanism with infinitely variable link lengths and continuously variable joint locations offering unique design opportunities and challenges.
Tape springs, typically found in carpenter tape rules, are thin-walled strips having constant thickness, zero longitudinal curvature, and a constant transverse curvature (Fig. 1a) . When folded, strain energy is primarily stored in a localized fold that has a constant longitudinal curvature and a zero transverse curvature [1] . A smaller fraction of the strain energy is stored in a transition region on either side of the fold (Fig. 1b) . Each tape spring is specified by the following four geometric parameters: thickness, t; transverse radius, R; subtending angle, α; and length, ℓ. The longitudinal radius of the fold, R f , is constant and roughly equal to the spring's transverse radius, R [2] . The unfolded straight segments in Fig. 1a serve as links capable of withstanding tension forces but limited compression forces and bending moments. Due to its unique curved crosssection, it has a larger area moment of inertia, I, and consequently, a larger critical bucking load compared to an equally thin element without a curved cross-section. The tape spring tends to return to its unfolded neutral state when repeatedly bent and/or twisted [3] .
The folded configuration in Fig. 1b can be treated as a simple revolute joint as shown in Fig. 2 . A fold and its adjacent straight segments can be viewed as a rigid-link dyad with a repositionable revolute joint and therefore two variable length links, ℓ 1 and ℓ 2 , as in Fig. 3 [1] . Both Figs. 2 and 3 show the tape spring's idealized kinematic representations. Sliding joints represent variable length links. Since the tape spring's total length is constant, the sum of the slider displacements in the dyad must always equal zero; i.e., the total length remains constant. (Fig. 4a ) cannot be folded to a small radius. Whereas a tape spring's curved cross-section enables a localized fold with very small radius (Fig. 4b) . A compressive load across the fold region results in an even smaller longitudinal radius (Fig. 4c) [2] . Tape springs have a unique non-linear, moment-rotational characteristic which can be utilized for bi-stability or other complex behavior. Figure 5 shows the moment-rotational relationship.
When the tape spring is in the straight configuration, there is no rotation so both ϑ and the moment, M, are zero at point A. Equal-sensed bending occurs when the longitudinal curvature of the fold is in the same sense as the natural transverse curvature in the spring as shown in Fig. 6a . Curve PQ is concave. When subject to an equal-sensed, pure bending moment (a negative moment), the spring undergoes linear behavior for an initial range of rotation until a peak moment is reached at point B. From B, the tape spring undergoes unstable twisting along the longitudinal axis until the spring finally buckles into a localized fold at C. Once the fold is produced, any further rotation is formed under a fairly constant moment as seen on line CD [1] . Opposite-sensed bending occurs when the longitudinal curvature of the fold is in opposite-sense with the natural transverse curvature in the spring as shown in Fig. 6b . Curve P'Q' is convex. When subject to an opposite-sensed bending moment (a positive moment), the spring displays fairly linear behavior before it reaches a peak moment at S and suddenly buckles into a localized fold at T. Once the fold is produced, the spring behaves similarly to the equal-sensed fold as seen on line TU. Upon unfolding, the opposite-sensed fold unbuckles at point V, an angle smaller than the angle at which the fold originally buckled. The maximum unfolding moment, W, does not reach the peak moment at S [1] . The peak moments and their corresponding rotation angles are dependent on the material and the geometric parameters of the tape spring [4] . The benefits and behavior of tape springs have been previously studied and explored for space applications. One example is the Rolamite hinge shown in Fig. 7 . This light weight hinge design is self-actuating once released from the folded configuration shown in Fig. 7a . After unfolding, the hinge is locked in the straight configuration as shown in Fig.  7b . The guides on either side of the tape spring provide additional off axis stiffness [3] . a) b) Figure 7 : Tape-spring rolamite hinge [3] Another example is a tape spring solar sail, which produces thrust due to solar pressure. This sail is composed of a membrane with an attached tape spring structure. With this design, the sail can be wound around a hub before deployment, as in Fig. 8b and then self-deploy as shown in Fig. 8a . [1] Figure 8: Tape spring solar sail [1] Limitations of tape springs include poor out of plane stiffness in the folded configuration and an inherent shock when folding and unfolding the tape spring as it buckles and unbuckles [3] .
Additional stiffening elements can be incorporated, depending on application, to increase out of plane stiffness as in the Rolamite-hinge. Also, we can limit the range of motion to avoid buckling and thereby avoid shock.
By exploiting tape spring's ability to function as both links and joints, we present a new method of realizing fully compliant mechanisms with further simplification in their construction. In the following sections we will introduce the close-loop tape spring mechanism, analyze its degrees of freedom, propose applications, and present a successful actuation scheme. In the last section we propose additional mechanisms that exploit the tape spring's unique characteristics.
CLOSED-LOOP TAPE SPRING MECHANISM
By joining the ends of a tape spring together, a closed-loop tape spring is formed as shown in Fig. 9 . Each mechanism consists of a finite number of localized folds, n, and an equal number of straight segments. Figure 10 shows a three-fold mechanism with three links. Kinematically, the folds θ 2 , θ 3 , and θ 4 represent revolute joints, and the straight segments a, b, and c represent the tape spring links (TS links). A portion of one of these links must remain fixed in a tape spring mechanism. The simplest closed tape spring has two folds A and B (Fig. 11) . By buckling the top TS link, a new fold, C, is formed with two adjacent TS links, AC and BC. If we ground a portion of one of the links, as in Fig. 13 , point D moves to D' while the shape of the loop still remains unchanged. That is, the length of the links and the angle of the folds (joints) remain the same. The loop simply shifts to a new location. The idle degree of freedom controls the global position of the closed-loop tape spring. In addition to the idle degree of freedom, a tape spring mechanism has certain kinematic degrees of freedom depending on the number of links and joints (folds). 
DEGREES OF FREEDOM
To determine kinematic degrees of freedom, let us consider a mechanism with three-folds as shown in Fig. 14. This loop has three TS links, a, b, and c, and three fold angles, θ 2 , θ 3 , and θ 4 . The lengths of the TS links are always measured from the fold angles' centers of curvature. For this example, the loop has a perimeter length, P, and a longitudinal radius of curvature, R f , in the folds. A third independent variable F3, angle θ 2 , is now chosen (Fig. 18) . With F1, F2, and F3, the shape and location of the tape spring is now fully constrained. Thus, point D's position can be determined by prescribing three independent variables. In other words, the closed-loop tape spring mechanism with three folds has three DOFs. In summary, the idle DOF establishes the global location of the mechanism and the kinematic degrees of freedom establish the shape of mechanism. A three fold tape spring mechanism has one idle and two kinematic, for a total of three, degrees of freedom. 
A Modified Gruebler's Equation
If our idealized kinematic representation of a closed loop tape spring is correct, we can use Gruebler's equation to determine the kinematic number of degrees of freedom and then simply add one to account for inherent idle degree of freedom. Therefore, if L is the number of rigid links and J is the number of one-DOF joints, then an idealized closed loop tape spring mechanism has DOF = 3 (L-1) -2 (J) + 1 Tape Spring (1) Revisiting the idealized representation, every folded tape spring can be represented as a dyad with a re-positionable, revolute joint and therefore two variable length links as depicted in Fig. 19 . In short, the current idealized kinematic representation of the closed-loop tape spring mechanism has n revolute joints and at most n sliders (one slider for each of the n TS links). Since the perimeter of a closed-loop tape spring is a constant length, the sum of the relative displacements of the sliders must always equal zero. 0 ...
Hence, there are only (n-1) sliders in the idealized kinematic representation of a tape spring mechanism. Therefore, since there are n revolute joints and n-l slider joints, the total number of one-DOF joints, J, is (2n-1). Since each of the adjacent joints are connected by a link, L, there are 2n-1 rigid links. By substituting these values into a modified Gruebler's equation,
Thus, the total number of degrees of freedom of a closedloop tape spring mechanism is given by
A mechanism with two folds has one degree of freedom; that is one idle and zero kinematic degrees of freedom. A threefolded mechanism has three DOFs; one idle and two kinematic DOFs that allow a point on the mechanism to move anywhere in the plane of the mechanism. A four-fold mechanism has, (2x4) -3 = 5, five degrees of freedom. Figure 22 shows four independent variables F1 to F4. A fifth independent variable, such as θ 3 or θ 4, must be constrained to establish the location of a point D.
Figure 22: Four-fold mechanism with four of its total five degrees of freedom constrained Table 1 summarizes these calculations for closed-loop tape springs with two, three, and four folds. The arrows in the idealized kinematic representation signify the idle DOF. 
APPLICATIONS

Two-Fold Loop
A two-fold loop mechanism has zero kinematic degrees of freedom. The arc length at each joint subtends an 180° angle and each TS link length is exactly half of the remaining length of the perimeter. The shape thus remains unchanged. However, its idle degree of freedom can be exploited to provide a linear translational motion as shown in Fig. 23 . This mechanism can be used to obtain large net displacement by using an array of small displacement actuators to power the tape spring.
a) b)
Figure 23: Two-Fold mechanism undergoing large translation due to its "idle" degree freedom
Three-Fold Loop
The three-fold loop mechanism has three DOFs. The idle degree of freedom offers translational positioning and the two kinematic DOFs allow positioning a point on the tape spring anywhere in the plane of the mechanism. This can potentially be used for high speed (low inertia) X-Y positional table mechanism (Fig. 24) . 
Four-Fold Loop
The four-fold loop mechanism provides five DOFs. The idle DOF offers translational positioning of the mechanism and two of the four kinematic DOFs offer X-Y positioning. Because of the two other kinematic DOFs, the orientation of a point on the tape spring loop can now be controlled as in Fig.  25 . Such a mechanism could be used to control the orientation of a mirror or optical lens. 
ACTUATION SCHEME
To fully realize the practical application of closed loop tape spring mechanisms, we must first address a method for actuating the mechanism. The goal is to control the location and shape of an n-fold mechanism, which we assume has constant potential energy from one position to another.
We propose an actuation scheme using shape memory alloy actuators to activate discrete segments of the tape spring. Each segment has an SMA wire stretched across it, such that the segment is straight when the wire is not actuated and the segment folds when the wire is actuated. With a series of SMA wires staggered along the length of the tape spring as in Fig. 26 , an outside controller can activate individual segments of the tape spring, and, thus, control the closed-loop tape spring mechanism's shape and location, i.e. control the position and angles of the folds. In the assembly, when the wires are located in a fold and not actuated, they have slack. However, when actuated, the SMA wires contract to a taut chord of the fold and constrain the subtended angle from increasing. When changing the length of a TS link or when translating a two-fold loop as in Fig. 27 , two originally actuated wires, for example 2 and 6 in Fig. 27a , are deactivated while adjacent wires, either 1 and 5 or 3 and 7, are activated. If wires 3 and 7 are activated (Fig. 27b) , the fold rolls about its center of curvature and translates the mechanism in the negative x direction. For this configuration, the translated distance is approximately half of the length of a wire. To continue this motion, wires 3 and 7 are deactivated and wires 4 and 8 are activated as in Fig. 27c . When controlling an angle of a fold, one of the two originally actuated wires, for example 6, stays actuated as in Fig. 28a . The other wire, 2, is deactivated while an adjacent wire, either 1 or 3 is activated. If 1 is activated, the angle becomes smaller as in Fig. 28b. If 3 is activated, the angle becomes larger as in Fig. 28c . If other folds of the same mechanism are actuated, the fold angle in Fig. 28 can be passively adjusted since the sum of a mechanism's fold angles must always equal 360°. ` The length of the wires is the arc length determined by the fold's radius of curvature, R f , and an angle β shown in Fig. 29 . When the wires are heated by an electrical current, they contract to approximately 96% of their original length. The angle β, which subtends a chord length that is 96% of the subtended arc length, can be determined from equation 4. 
The angle β is calculated to be 56.4°. This angle is independent of the R f .
Proof of Concept
Initial tests were performed to determine the feasibility of SMA wires as tape spring actuators. For simplicity, the test assembly (Fig. 30 ) was constructed on a portion of the two-fold tape spring loop mechanism. After the wire lengths were determined, four wires were attached in series with another series of four wires offset by half a wire length as previously shown in Fig. 26 . For symmetry, both series of wires were offset the same transverse distance from the center. To facilitate both electrical and mechanical connections to the SMA wires, the ends were crimped with 27 gage type 304 stainless steel hypodermic tubing. The crimps were soldered to the circuit, and the wires were attached mechanically to the tape spring. The attachments (Fig. 31) consisted of a Teflon washer with a nylon screw and nut assembly fastened though small holes punched out of the tape spring. The section of the wire just before the crimps was held in place between the washer and the modified rectangular screw head. The interface between the crimps and screw head on both ends of the SMA wire provided the mechanical interference needed to constrain the wire's ends from slipping through the fastener assembly during contraction. Since a two-folded loop mechanism was used, the folds always subtended a 180° angle. Since each wire subtended a 56.4° angle, Fig. 32 shows a total of 5 wires inscribed in a fold (three consecutive wires which subtended an angle of 169.2° with two intermediate ones). The two fasteners between the three wires in series also subtended an angle of about 6° each. The total subtended angle was approximately 180°. To hold the tape spring in a specific location, the two outermost wires of the fold, for instance 1 and 5, were actuated to produce constraining chords. Only paired wires were connected to the power source at one time. Figure 33 shows the eight wires and their switch connections. The switching was manual via a 2-pole, 6 position rotary switch, thus enabling the engineer to activate the tape spring as desired. Fastener further explored. The three-and four-fold loop mechanism can be tested for applications mentioned in this paper and beyond, and the design assembly itself can be further analyzed and improved.
OTHER TAPE SPRING MECHANISMS & JOINTS
Besides the single loop tape spring loop mechanism, other closed chain tape spring mechanisms can be configured by joining the ends of not one but multiple tape spring segments.
Segmented Closed-loop Mechanism
A simple segmented tape spring mechanism can be made of three equal length segments (Fig. 34) . The open ends of two tape spring segments are connected with flexible tape limiting the relative motion between the ends. With one the links held fixed, this mechanism has two stable configurations (Fig. 34a  and 34c ) and a neutral configuration. In the neutral state (Fig.  34b) , the vertical link rotates about a virtual pivot when acted upon by a force at its tip (Fig. 35) . 
Rectilinear Motion Mechanism
By joining four tape springs together as in Fig. 36 , a rectilinear motion mechanism can be generated. This is enabled by having unequal length tape springs. Two of the tape spring lengths are smaller and act as rigid bodies. The other two springs are longer and are in the folded configuration. By allowing the folded tape springs to slide along one another, the outmost link exhibits a rectilinear motion. The dotted lines show the original position of the top link. 
Bi -Stable Mechanism
As mentioned before, the moment necessary to buckle an opposite-sensed tape spring is higher than the internal moment in a folded tape spring. Figure 37 shows two sets of tape springs connecting two rigid blocks. Therefore, when aligning tape springs in the configuration shown in Fig. 37a , the joint is in a stable position since the partially-folded tape springs' moment is acting on the straight springs but is not large enough to buckle the straight tape springs. Hence the upper block is supported in its vertical position by the set of two straight tape springs. However, by applying an external moment to buckle the straight tape springs, the upper rigid block can be moved to another stable position where the original straight tape springs are folded, and the originally folded springs are now straight as shown in Fig. 37b 
Variable Stiffness Mechanism
By embedding smaller loops within a larger loop, the mechanism assumes a certain shape and provides variable stiffness over the entire perimeter as seen in Fig. 38 . Fold A has lower stiffness because the inner tape springs do not constrain the fold, as opposed to fold B, which is the most stiff because the small, non-bent loop constrains angle B from decreasing. The variable stiffness loop offers variable geometric or mechanical advantage depending on the location of the input and the output. This paper introduced tape springs and their unique characteristics as viable compliant mechanisms. Their benefits permit simple, one-piece, frictionless, and easy to manufacture designs. Attractive features of tape springs include their inherent simplicity in construction, combined with their ability to fold to a very small radius and their load (compressive) carrying capacity when fully extended to their neutral equilibrium position. Although tape springs have been studied to a limited extent by other researchers, the closed-loop tape spring mechanisms presented in this paper reveal new and unique motion characteristics. Based on our preliminary investigations, we presented a method for systematically determining degrees of freedom and also a simple scheme for actuation using shape memory alloys. The paper suggests new configurations of closed loop tape springs for various potential applications including a translational mechanism, planar mechanisms with two and three degrees of freedom, bi-stable mechanisms, and variable stiffness mechanisms.
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